In recent years the marine ecosystem of Dingzi Bay has degraded, and the natural shoreline has been severely damaged too .These problems result in the siltation of coastal regions. Therefore it is very urgent for the ecological remediation and wetlands restoration. The Dingzi Bay should be developed only after rational planning. The dynamic changes after construction can be evaluated in way of numerical simulation by building a two-dimensional current model. The simulation results show that the whole dynamic environment will basically be the same after the coastlines regulation of the Dingzi Bay, which only change a little near projects. And the regulation will improve the sediment status of Dingzi Bay to keep flow smooth of the central channel. M oreover the increasing of tidal prism is good for industrial restruction and economic development. The coastline regulation of Dingzi Bay will benefit sustainable and harmonious development of economy, society and environment.
Introduction
The ocean is treasure trove of great wealth wh ich is resource-rich and not fu lly developed. With the development of human society, economy and increasing population, the contradictions of population, resources and environment have become more pro minent. Ocean development has become the general trend. Marine coastal development has increased to national development strateg ies in many coastal countries, which promotes the development of the world's marine economy.
Ding zi Bay borders three cities or two regions of Qingdao (Jimo ) and Yantai (Hayang, Laiyang). The location is shown in Fig.1 (a) . In history the ecological environ ment is very beautiful with large area of reed in coastal wetlands, floating lotus in rivers into the Bay. Port trade business used to be flourished too. But nowadays most of the original shorelines have been developed into aquaculture ponds and salt fields. Haiyang Ocean and Fishery Bureau measured the status of shorelines in April, 2010 [1] . Places fro m the east of Happiness Bridge to Haitou Pier, and the estuary of Jituan River north of Mahegang Bridge, used to be wetlands wh ich have been largely filled by shrimp ponds and salt fields. What's more, the wet lands are seriously damaged. Therefore the ecological restoration is very important for ecological protection in this region. Due to activ ities such as farming, salt production, and pollution fro m river sources, the marine ecosystem of Dingzi Bay has degraded in recent years. Natural coastline has been damaged, and siltation has become pro minent. Therefo re ecological remediat ion and wetlands restoration have become mo re and more urgent.
Marine economy is an important breakthrough in economic develop ment. Dingzi Bay coast has been confined to marine fishing, marine aquaculture, salt industry and other primary industry in long time, with second and third industry development being time lag, size limited, and output low. Therefo re it's difficu lt to form significant competit ion. The industrial structure along Ding zi Bay is relatively simp le basing on the first industry, which is difficult to play the important function of coastline. By creating the landscape coastlines to develop the marine cultural touris m industry, the economic develop ment will get promoted and the industrial structure will become more optimized. Dingzi Bay will play the b iggest role of the Gu lf, which can promote the economic development of coastal cities. Because of the frag ility of its ecosystem [2] , we can't increase the Dingzi Bay 's environ mental load. Therefore Dingzi Bay is positioned as the lightweight, environ mentally friendly, ' marine cultural tourism industry gathering area' [1] .
Ding zi Bay is the only marine cultural tourism industry gathering area in the n ine blocks of b lue economic zone, which is based on the remed iation of marine ecology, landscaping coastal environ ment, wetlands restoration and appropriate development and construction.
The development plan of Dingzi Bay will highlight the history and culture, and, combine comprehensive analysis of new develop ment opportunities and conditions. "Heritage and innovation" will be the theme of the industrial development p lanning, high lighting the cultural and tourist attractions, focusing on the development of culture, tourism, modern services and creative industries, etc.
The plan takes advantage of ecological environ ment such as mountains, river, and the ecological corridor formed by Baisha River and Su ijiakou River to form a natural ecological conservation area. Lukou Bay resort and Xingcun resort are two wings of the distribution, and chain of four islands distributes around the Dingzi Bay which exist side by side with the land. The plan will make natural landscape and city together as one to form group urban layout of 'mountains in city, rivers in city, mountains and rivers dependent', which try to build a city image of harmonious mountains, rivers and city. Coastline utilization planning is shown in Fig. 2 . In the init ial planning, Dingzi Bay remediation includes four paragraphs shoreline regulation, two wetland restorations , and an artificial island [1] , total reclamat ion area of 582.8h m 2 . So me shrimp ponds will be filled as part of the land to form a new shoreline, in order to imp rove the landscape.
By calculation o f status shoreline, the actual total reclamat ion area is 406.2h m 2 , including artificial island 240.1hm 2 . A total renovation of coastline is 75.8km with new artificial island coastline 16.9km.
Hydrodynamic analysis
In order to understand the hydrodynamic changing conditions after implementation of the planning scheme, and to find out whether the plan is reasonable, it 's necessary to do hydrodynamic analysis. The prediction can provide current changing and sediment conditions, which can provide basis for the Dingzi Bay planning and construction.
Project impact analysis on the current
As the water is shallow in the project area, a two -dimensional current model can be used to calculate the flow field. We use irregular triangular grids and finite element method [3] .
Model verification
The verification refers to both historical and meas ured data. Historical data is fro m 'Hai-Ji Bridge Project Marine Environ mental Impact Report' [4] . The current was measured in Kaolaotou port by Ocean University of China on April 14 th , 2010. The measured value is co mpared with the calculated value of corresponding grid points. Position of verificat ion points is shown in Fig.1 (b) . The results show that the measured value of water level and the calculated value are in good agreement, and the direction and velocity of the maximu m flow as well as the current rotation direction is basically the same, too. The verification of the water level and current show that the model in the project area is credible, which can reflect the movement of the sea. 
Dynamic analysis
Tidal dynamic analysis is based on spring tide. Coastlines before and after project are shown in Fig.1  (b) . The current velocity near the project is obviously larger than that before project, especially in the area of the wetlands project. The velocity before project is very small, wh ile after pro ject current flows through the wetlands getting larger reaching 95cm/s at the middle of high tide. What 's more, the formation of the artificial island will lead to some changes of the flow.
To further study the changes of the flow near project, we choose 9 representative points in the sea near project to make co mparison. The flow impact of the project can be found out from the comparison results. The position of the points is shown in Fig.1 (b) . Tab le 1 g ives the maximu m velocity and the corresponding direction of these points.
From the above data, we can conclude that:
Since the construction of the wetland restoration project, the tidal fluctuations velocity in the Bay channel will increase. The velocity near the Bay mouth will increase by 35% -41%. The velocity of the waterway outside the Gulf which is far away from project changes little.
The artificial island construction and wetlands restoration will lead to changes of the flow near pro ject, especially in the north and south of the artificial island ch anging by 30% around. The velocity of the narrow waterway formed by wetlands restoration will even increase by 300% or so. 
Project impact analysis on the sedimentation
In this paper, the calculation of sedimentation is based on field investigation, collection and analysis of historical data. The results can provide reference for the planning decision. The sediment transport and diffusion model refers to Reference [5] .
(1) Sediment analysis before construction The average annual erosion trends diagram of the evaluated area in calm wind conditions before construction is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Based on the numerical simu lation results, most of area outside Ding zi Bay is in the sedimentation equilibriu m, and parts of area near the mouth of Dingzi Bay and small area in the Bay is in micro-erosion condition with 0.2 ~ 0.8cm / a. The erosion near the central channel is relatively large. Dingzi Bay is in siltation in coastal waters with 0.2 ~ 2.6cm / a. And the deposit level of northern coastal waters is less than the southern coastal waters .
(2) Sediment analysis after construction The average annual erosion trends diagram of the evaluated area in calm wind conditions after construction is shown in Fig. 3(b ) . The dredging process will enhance the hydrodynamic conditions of the waterways inside the Bay, so that the erosion trend of the waterways will strengthen which is conducive to maintaining channel depth. The wetlands restoration area will be in siltation after construction because of weak hydrodynamic conditions. The deposit extent of northern coastal waters will become larger after construction. 
Changes of tidal prism
Tidal prism is an important indicator of the environ mental evaluation of hydrodynamic, water quality and biochemistry. The t idal pris m o f a bay directly reflects its water exchange and pollutants selfpurification capacity. In addit ion, tidal pris m changes can also show the siltation conditions of the Gulf. Once the tidal p ris m gets lower, the main channel will gradually turn shallo w and silting. Therefo re, tidal prism p lays a very important part in the marine environment, water exchange and the maintenance of the channel depth. Fig.3(c) gives the location of cross-section to calculate tidal prism. The results are shown in Table 2 .
The calculation of tidal prism usually uses the following formulary [6]:
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where W is tidal pris m; S2 S1 is the sea area of high t ide and low tide respectively; 2 1 h h represent the corresponding tidal height of S2 S1
. It can be seen from the analysis that tidal pris m of Dingzi Bay increase because of the dredging and the formation of the t wo wet lands restoration area. The increase of the tidal pris m can make Ding zi Bay accommodate more pollutants which contribute to self-purification of land-pollution and reduce the water pollution.
Conclusions
Ding zi Bay's overall hydrodynamic pattern has no major changes near the project which can ensure that the living environ ment of marine organisms and the ecological balance are not damaged. But due to the adjustment of coastlines and water depth, the flow velocity and direction will occur some changes, but the flow far away from project changes little.
The format ion of two wetlands conservation area and the dredging of rivers and coastlines can improve the sediment status of Ding zi Bay. At the same time tidal pris m of Dingzi Bay increase wh ich benefits maintaining water flow and self-purification of pollutants.
This planning scheme is aimed at developing leisure tourism as well as repairing marine ecology. After construction the landscapes of Dingzi Bay will be more beautiful and make people's life better.
The development and construction of Dingzi Bay help to promote urban development, increase emp loyment and improve life quality of the public. It will accelerate the transition of the development pattern which can improve the quality and efficiency of economic development.
